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        (2238 words) 

 

Dad’s Last Hunt 

 

 A shot rang out, followed by another from a more powerful rifle.  The silhouetted 

head disappeared.  Had one of our shots found the mark?  We watched for several 

minutes knowing that nothing was to be gained by racing up the long hill to where the 

caribou had stood moments ago.  Better to quietly watch the side slopes.  We both 

remember a hunt long ago where a fatally wounded caribou turned and charged Dad like 

a runaway freight train, leaving a streak of blood across his heavy red-plaid wool hunting 

coat.  Dad barely jumped clear of this crazed or confused animal as it streaked past, 

dropping dead over the near ridge. 

 If we had both missed, the hunt would be over; daylight was fading fast, as it does 

in late September.  We would wait another five minutes then climb the 200 yards at an 

easy pace. 

*** 

 Dad had known something that my wife and I did not – his days were likely 

numbered.  Deceptively strong for a small man, any physical deterioration, he had hidden 

well.  We knew something was wrong but I had always looked upon him as invincible; 

whatever it was, he’d shake it off within a few months. 

 Four of us had gone back into the hills, that some call mountains, behind Eureka 

for a final try of the 1981 caribou-hunting season.  My then wife, Mary Ann, and my 

brother, Jay, joined Dad and I for the planned four-day hunt.  For the first time, we were 

going back with my old white Chevy suburban, equipped with oversized tires.  I had 

convinced the others that the Chevy could make it easier, faster and with more comfort 
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than the older Cushman trackster.  The clincher was the heavy-duty power winch 

mounted to the frame behind the front bumper.  I argued that we could winch our way out 

of trouble.  At the last minute, a high-lift jack and some 4 x 12 blocks were thrown in.  

Dad was a stickler for backup plans. 

 Even with all our gear, the big rig could haul back several caribou with room to 

spare.  Spirits were high as we headed up the highway from Palmer that first morning, 

planning to get back at least ten miles before dusk.  That would put into the Willow 

Creek draw, a familiar hunting ground.  But first, we’d have to cross Crooked Creek. 

 As I recall, the trip up the highway was uneventful as was the last preparatory 

stop at the large gravel pit, trailhead for the first obstacle:  Old Man Creek and the steep 

rise onto Old Man Ridge.  Only those unfamiliar with the original route would not 

understand why I use the word ‘trail’ not ‘road’.  Granted the surface had two ruts, and 

often many more but very little gravel except in stream beds and on ridge tops.  The rest 

was either quasi-firm tundra or mud, both aptly described by the word ‘bog’.  You would 

not believe how quickly a few hours of rain, always a threat this time of year, could 

change the trail.  In the bogs, the soft ground could get treacherous.  During the late 

fifties, our first years in this area, we saw all kinds of vehicles half buried in seemingly 

bottomless mud.  During the early years, hunters used rigs of various sorts, from 

Naudwells to small cats.  Our setup, an Alice Chalmers farm tractor with Blackhawk 

half-tracks pulling a large heavy metal trailer, would rise up on its rear wheels on 

inclines, like a ram about to charge.  Every slope and bog was a potential challenge.  

Many a time we saw one tractor pulling out another.  Our A-C had been on both ends of 
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the pulling.  However, I am sidetracking into the area’s colorful history of mechanized 

vehicle travel, their successes and failures. 

 The old suburban got us to Old Man Creek without a problem.  No better 

confidence builder than driving the best part of the trail first.  We had plenty of clearance 

crossing the creek, running low due to several weeks of unseasonably dry weather.  The 

straight-six engine struggled and the wheels occasionally spun as we ascended the 

serpentine route up onto Old Man Ridge.  However, we had come this distance quickly 

and in comfort – what more could we ask? 

 The next two miles continued to be joyfully easy, over firm ground running 

easterly along Old Man Ridge.  Then, the trail turned sharply north off the ridge and into 

the lowest terrain in the immediate area, which meant passing through or around bogs, 

that started to look rather daunting.  Each time when it looked as if the suburban would 

high center, the big rig plowed right on through. 

 On the northern horizon, miles past our destination, the foothills rose to 

mountains and far beyond those, with their peaks visible, lay the Alaska Range. 

 For the next few miles, we drove on firmer ground, gently rising to an overlook 

that provided our first view of the Crooked Creek drainage.  Again, we made good time, 

approaching the creek in less than a half hour.  During the crossing, I drove us into a deep 

hole, high centering the front axle.  We dragged the winch cable to the base of a clump of 

willow across the fordable stream.  On the first try, the suburban was easily yanked from 

its perch.  With this first successful winching behind us, I felt nothing could stop us. 

 Ten miles into our journey, we spotted a small group of caribou high on the 

hillside to the east.  Within this general area, we had had successful hunts beginning in 
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the late 1950’s.  Mary Ann remarked that the suburban stuck out like a white elephant, a 

name that adhered like the mud on the fenders.  Realizing caribou would have no trouble 

spotting the White Elephant, we left the trail and headed into a broad valley that would 

deliver us closer to the animals.  For the next mile or so, our pace slowed considerably 

punctuated with numerous stops.  We had entered the wettest bog yet encountered.  

Sometimes I would join the Jay, Dad and Mary Ann, scouting for the best passage.  More 

than a few times, we drove right over the scrub willow, skirting around what looked like 

big trouble.  My confidence waned a bit.  Little did we know that we’d become much 

better acquainted with this area. 

 Once across the wet area next to the steep south-facing slope, we found the 

ground much drier.  The curvature of the hillside (almost a mountainside) would provide 

concealment as we moved along beneath the caribou.  Expecting to hunt on foot for the 

duration of our stay in this area, we stopped the vehicle on a relatively flat, partially open 

area and set up camp. 

 We had not seen any more caribou since the initial sighting, now over an hour 

ago.  Jay set off alone to hunt the higher area north of camp, approaching circuitously 

from the east.  I was tired from the early morning start and the concentrated effort to 

drive the hard-steering White Elephant over the ever-varying terrain.  Dad and Mary Ann 

also chose to say close to camp.  Dusk would be upon us shortly and caribou would likely 

be moving.  With Jay in the area behind where they were, the caribou might ripple in our 

direction.  We took up concealed positions behind scrub brush a short distance from 

camp. 
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 Time past slowly, the breeze died and quiet enveloped the slopes, as we waited 

for caribou movement and Jay’s return.  The evening autumn air was becoming heavy 

with moisture, hinting that rain may be moving in.  The three of us silently observed the 

slopes, lost in thoughts that fill a void.  The long day was overtaking me; often my eyes 

lost focus. 

 Suddenly, I feel a nudge at my arm – Mary Ann.  She was pointing to where Dad 

had settled.  He was now half standing, half crouching, pointing his rifle up the steepest 

slope, while looking my way.  Keeping low, we worked our way within twenty feet of his 

position.  Then I saw the caribou on the horizon, broadside, its large rack silhouetted 

against the darkening sky.  He whispered for me to shoot first, saying to allow extra 

windage for the uphill trajectory. 

*** 

 Nothing moved.  Likely, Jay had heard the two shots and would be heading back.  

After what seemed more like ten minutes rather than five, Dad said it was time to go get 

the meat.  He was like that – confident.  He started calling it ‘my caribou’ but I had 

doubts then and now.  He was the expert-rated sharpshooter from his military days; I 

think of my skill as, well, rather average.  Maybe the three of us were adrenalin-fed by 

the excitement for it only took several minutes to get the where the caribou had stood – 

and now where he lay. 

 Jay had returned and spotted us on the hillcrest above camp, which was in 

actuality a false peak - the south facing hillside continuing to gradually rise to the horizon 

well over a mile way.  The next hour – well into twilight – found the four of us gutting 

and dragging the large caribou down to camp.  Mary Ann and I wanted to have the head 
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and shoulders mounted since the rack was in full velvet and good condition.  We took 

special care whenever handling the head and rack not to cause a slippage. 

 A smattering of rain started soon after we finished with the caribou.  Dad had put 

cooking pots, at Mary Ann’s insistence, over the carcass so we’d hear a bear trying to get 

at the meat.  Mosquitoes love rain, especially cloaked by low light.  We struggled to keep 

the clouds of them at bay.  All that became irrelevant when Dad accidentally knocked 

over the Coleman lantern, burning a large hole in back side of the tent.  That was the first 

accident, in all the years of hunting together, I had seen him cause – my brothers and I 

had had a few of our own.  As I recall, Mary Ann and I moved our sleeping bags into the 

back of the White Elephant while Dad and Jay came up with a crude tent patch – using 

what material, I do not remember.  However, I am sure that duct tape, our constant 

companion, was involved. 

 That evening, Dad informed us that he had been diagnosed, during his last trip to 

a Seattle medical center, with T-cell leukemia.  I think he knew his chances for recovery 

were slim but he tried to sound optimistic.  I felt a sudden new chill in the air.  

 A steady rain was falling the next morning.  Thoughts of caribou hunting were 

replaced by the prospect of not getting the White Elephant through the saturated bogs.  

With no dissenters, we repacked the suburban taking care to protect the velvet rack.  

Usually, we would have taken time to bone out the caribou; however, we did not want to 

use precious daylight when we might need it all to reach the gravel pit. 

 The low area before reaching Crooked Creek, the worst on the way in, looked 

about the same but less than a third of the way across, we learned otherwise.  Picking the 

best route became a guessing game, even with three people walking out front in hip 
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boots.  Suddenly, the beast refused to move, settling in as if to nap.  We all took pause 

when the winch extrication failed, pulling out the clump of willow instead of the 

suburban. 

 Time to put Dad’s back-up plan into action.  Using the blocks as a jack base, we 

elevated one wheel at a time, filling beneath with the largest sticks we could find, 

augmented with cut brush.  The technique worked – to a point; we’d gain somewhere 

between 5 to 20 feet with each try.  At this rate, we could still be this bog by nightfall.  

Now and then, in frustration, one of them would make a quip about the White Elephant, 

insinuating that the trackster would still be moving forward.  The unspoken nightmare 

was that we’d be forced to leave the beast in the bog and walk out, packing the meat.  As 

the day progressed the rain let up.  We got better at finding firmer ground, increasing our 

distance between jackings. 

 Dad, normally tireless, took more breaks than I’d ever seen.  Yet his spirits were 

high.  Maybe he knew this would be his last big hunting trip and wanted to treasure every 

moment. 

 Three hours and a lot of sweat later, the White Elephant was free to roam again.  

Both Crooked Creek and Old man Creek caused us minor problems but no winching or 

jackings.  We were diligent about wading into the creeks, looking for the best quilt work 

of gravel beds to the far side.  Even the last mile into the gravel pit, easy driving earlier, 

presented challenges.  As I recall, we arrived at the gravel pit before dark, tired but 

relieved, thankful to have the White Elephant out of the quagmire.  About the only white 

still visible was its roof. 
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 The caribou head was mounted, with the velvet nicely preserved, and hung in our 

great room, over looking all who entered.  Some twenty years later, the mount was lost in 

a house fire.  The White Elephant didn’t go into the Eureka area again; it was relegated to 

easier traveling. 

 Dad died on May thirteenth of the following year.  He left me with a precious 

memory of his last hunt, successful as usual.   

 

 


